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Abstract—The association between emotional inhibition strategies linked to depression has been shown inconsistent among studies. Mild emotional inhibition maybe benefit for social interaction, especially for female among East Asian cultures. The present study aimed to examine whether the inhibition–depression relationship is dependent on level of emotion inhibition and gender context, given differing value of suppressing emotional displays. We hypothesized that the negative associations between inhibition and adolescent depression would not directly, in which affected by interaction between emotion inhibition and gender. To test this hypothesis, we asked 309 junior high school students which age range from 12 to 14 years old to report on their use of emotion inhibition and depression syndrome. A multiple regressions analysis revealed that significant interaction that gender as a moderator to the relationships between emotion inhibition and adolescent depression. The group with the highest level of depression was girls with high levels of emotion inhibition, whose depression score was higher than that of boys with high levels of emotion inhibition. The result highlights that the importance of context in understanding the inhibition–depression relationship.
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I. INTRODUCTION

EMOTION regulation is defined as (refers to or is referred to) intrinsic and extrinsic regulation processes which are responsible for monitoring, evaluating and correcting emotion reactions, especially the kinds (the ones, the kinds) related to their context, density and duration [1]. Expressive suppression or inhibition refers to conscious inhibition or mask of one’s own emotionally expressive behavior while it is emotionally aroused [2]. Some studies have demonstrated that using suppression is associated with negative emotions, disturbed interpersonal interactions, and depressed mood [3] [4] [5] [6]. However, it has been pointed out that some inconsistent outcomes of such finding emerged [7] [8] [9]. They also indicated that expressive suppression was associated with depression mood for European Americans, but not for Chinese participants.

II. CULTURE CONTEXT

From a cultural perspective, Eastern Asian peoples value harmony social relationships were used to define the self of each individual, which are different from Western cultures, which encourage free emotional expression[10] [11]. Furthermore, the fundamental motives behind behaviors of Eastern Asian are sought externally sources instead of internally sources [10]. That means individual decides how to act and judges their actions depends on other people’s criteria rather than followed their inner own. Similarly, taking account another one’s feeling was a superior principle beyond display one’s emotions directly in Eastern Asian [12]. In other word, hiding real feelings in interpersonal relationship was regarded as polite and mature interpersonal behavior while exhibiting emotions directly was viewed as childish or rude behavior. Thus, mild degree of emotion inhibition may be beneficial to adaptation for adolescents of Eastern Asian.

III. GENDER

Gender is also a critical variable in understanding the relationship between emotion inhibition and depression disorder. Girls are reported have higher potential risk suffer from depression disorder, which almost twice times than males [13] [14], and this phenomena gradually begins from puberty[15]. Previous studies have examined various vulnerability factors to explain the emergence of the gender difference in depression [16] [17] [18]. However, the relationship between gender and depression disorder is still not comprehensively understand. In amount of research, girls were more inhibited their anger than boys [19], and girls could hide their disappointment better and displayed higher levels of social monitoring behaviors than boys [20]. Fathers which were observed during an emotionally arousing game paid more attention to girls’ submissive emotion than to boys’ while fathers concern more to boys’ disharmonious emotion than to girls’ at preschool age and early school age [21]. These results were inferred to reflect the influence of emotional socialization and social role expectation among boys and girls [20] [21]. Given these social factors’ effect, it is refer that girls who adopted emotion inhibition strategy may be get disparity social feedback from boys which affects their adaptation.

IV. DEPRESSION DISORDER

Empirical studies indicate that the risk for developing major depressive disorder begins to increase dramatically in the early adolescence [22] [23]. Abundant of g studies supported that adolescents who immersed in depression have higher potential risk with impaired academic, poor peer relationships, and lowered life satisfaction[24] [25] [26] Regard with the effect
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from culture and gender factor, we hypothesized that the negative associations between inhibition and adolescent depression were affected by interaction between emotion inhibition and gender.

V. METHOD

A. Sample

Participants composed of 309 12-14-years old senior high school students, attending two state schools in Taiwan. Both schools were selected to represent a broad mix of social class backgrounds. The sample consisted of 155 boys and 154 girls with a mean age of 13.4 years.

VI. MEASURES

A. Negative Emotion Regulation Strategies for Children

Emotional inhibition was rated by the subscale of Negative emotion regulation strategies for children (NERSC). The NERSC was used to assess strategies children used to regulate after experiencing negative emotions. The NERSC is a 36-item self-report measurement with six subscales: emotion awareness, emotion expressive, emotion inhibition, emotion venting and aggressive, positively emotion regulation strategies and acceptance [27]. The answer categories for each of the items range from 1 [rarely] to 7 [always]. Subjects rated how often statements such as “when something bother me, I would keep it in mind”apply to them. Moderate internal reliability of emotion inhibition subscale (3 items) has been previously established ranging from .63 -.71 and test-retest reliability ranging from .73 to .75 among 11 to 14 years old children. The six strategies model was examined by structural equation modeling found to fit. The internal consistency was .63 in the current study.

B. Children's Depression Inventory Taiwan Vision (CDI_TW)

Children’s Depression Inventory (CDI) is a self-report inventory [28] devised to measure depression in children and adolescents. This scale is composed of 27 items that assess, on a scale of 0–2. The CDI_TW have been shown to possess good reliability (.80 to .86) and test-retest reliabilities (.85 to .87) when used in Taiwanese population [18]. The internal consistency in the current study was .85.

VII. RESULTS

A. Preliminary Analysis

Means, standard deviations, and estimates of skew and kurtosis for each variable are reported in Table I.

One-way analysis of variance found significant gender differences were found for emotion inhibition, F(1, 307) = 2.27, p <.05, but no significant differences on depression syndrome(Table II). Girls were rated as significantly use more emotional inhibition strategies. Zero-order correlations were conducted to determine the relations between emotional inhibition and depression syndrome. No significant correlation was found (Table III).

B. Relations between Emotional Inhibition Strategies, Gender and CDI

As shown in Table IV, to test the hypotheses that whether the inhibition–depression relationship is depending on level of emotion inhibition and gender, multiple regression analysis were performed.
The standardized beta coefficients are displayed in Table III. It can be seen that interactions between emotion inhibition and gender predicting depression was found, accounting for 1.4% of the variance in depression.

Follow-up analysis indicated that the group with the highest level of depression was girls with high levels of emotion inhibition, whose depression score was higher than that of boys with high levels of emotion inhibition (Fig. 1). The group with the lowest level of depression was girls with medium levels of emotion inhibition.

![Fig. 1 Interaction between emotional inhibition and gender in predicting depression](image)

VIII. DISCUSSION

The present study involves gender and culture factors to explore the relationship between emotion inhibition strategy and adolescent depression. The main finding was the interaction between emotion inhibition and gender was demonstrated for predicting adolescent depression in East Asia. The result indicates that inhibition-depression relationship isn’t direct relationship in Asia culture. Just for girls, levels of emotion inhibition strategy have specific effect on depression disorder. Girls with medium level of emotional inhibition have the lowest level of depression syndrome while girls who have highest levels of emotion inhibition have highest level of depression syndrome. The result illustrates an existing linking between emotion inhibition strategy, gender and depression in Asia culture.
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